Guidelines for designing a conference poster
1) Some basic design guidelines are available and explained in the video available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AwMFhyH7_5g.
2) The size of the poster should be A1. It can be designed either in portrait or landscape format.
- Always check your poster at 200x or higher magnification to check how it looks before sending it out to
print.
3) Please, follow the following guidelines when designing the poster:
a. The text included in the poster should not be too long. People are not able to process too much
information. 500 words may be enough.
b. Do not write the text in full sentences. It can be organised in bullet points.
c. Titles and subtitles should be short and easy to remember. They should convey the message of the
section.
d. Support information with pictures, graphs, etc. They should be easily visible from a distance, so keep
them simple.
e. There should be some free space without text and pictures in the poster as well (40 % of the poster
should be blank). Most important messages can be emphasised by being surrounded by the blanks.
f. Organise poster in columns (most common 3 columns). Organise sections with text and pictures in titled
boxes. The boxes can be framed or not.
g. Structure your story from top to bottom and from left to right side of the column/poster.
h. On top of the poster, you should put the introduction and conclusions. In the middle part of the poster
put sections explaining the results, on the bottom of the poster put the research methodology,
references and acknowledgements.
i. Do not use too many colours – three to five are enough.
j. For the presentation of the text and the pictures or graphs use white as the background colour. Colour of
the text might be black, titles also in a different colour.
k. Everything written on the poster should be easily visible from 2 metres distance from the poster.
Nothing in the poster should be smaller than 25pt.
l. Use simple fonts such as Times New Roman (e.g., for text) or Arial (e.g., for titles and subtitles).
m. Sizes of the text could be for example 85pt for the titles, 42pt for subtitles and 30pt for ordinary text.
n. The pictures should be 600 dpi if possible, 300 at the bare minimum.
4) Which software can be used to design the poster:
a. Inscape (https://inkscape.org/)
b. LibreOffice Draw (https://www.libreoffice.org/discover/draw/)
c. MS Publisher
d. MS Powerpoint
e. Corel Draw
f. Adobe InDesign
g. Adobe Illustrator
h. La-Tex
5) Two examples of a poster
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